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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Manuel Vivian

Skin Suspension by Axolight

A unique design, by the renowned designer Manuel Vivian, the
Skin suspension lights are available in three sizes to choose from.
The sizes start with a 70 cm diameter, then 100 cm and finally a
stunning large suspension with 160 cm diameter. The diffuser,
available in numerous colours ranging from white, matt black,
ivory white and brown is made of flame-retardant eco-leather.
You may further choose the diffuser colour, between a white or
warm white colour while the ceiling canopy comes in a white
finish. Suitable for any interior, the Skin lights can be installed in
both low and high ceiling spaces either as a standalone or with
other Skin suspensions.

The Skin lights take a retrofit E27 lamp, but the medium Skin 100
and large Skin 160 are also available with an integrated LED
source. Please contact us for more information and pricing.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light
Source:

Skin 70 - 4 x max 16W LED E27 or 20W E27
(excluded)
Skin 100 - 6 x max 16W LED E27 or 20W E27
(excluded)
Skin 160 - 6 x max 16W LED E27 or 20W E27
(excluded)

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Dimmable via mains phase dimming.

Dimensions: Skin 70
Ø 70 cm shade
20 cm shade height
max 310 cm drop height
Ø 15 cm x 5 cm ceiling canopy

Skin 100
Ø 100 cm shade
25 cm shade height
max 315 cm drop height
Ø 15 cm x 5 cm ceiling canopy

Skin 160
Ø 160 cm shade
30 cm shade height
max 320 cm drop height
Ø 15 cm x 5 cm ceiling canopy
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For all sales and technical enquiries, please contact:

+44 (0)114 263 4266

info@davidvillagelighting.co.uk
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